
Sanding machine for wooden �oors

Extreme is the powerful, versatile and fast sanding machine that will shake up the way you work.
Equipped with a planetary disc and four counter-rotating sanding pads, it is extremely 
balanced and, also thanks to its adjustable handle, it is easy to use in all directions.
In addition, the possibility to set the pad speed of rotation allows you to �x the right speed 
in every processing stage. Extreme, thanks to the Block System function, can work with 
wheels up as a buf�ng machine, or with wheels on the surface in particularly hard 
sanding conditions.
Its effective suction system minimizes the presence of residues; the inverter allows 
a gradual energy absorption. Easy to disassemble, it can be transported 
easily and quickly.

Technical features

Max HP motor ..............................................................4
Volt........................................................................220    
Hz............................................................................50
Aspiration absorption W..........................................1400
Motor speed rpm..............................................155 - 250
Planetary speed rpm......................................800 - 1300
Working width mm....................................................430
Dimensions WxHxD cm.................................43x127x70
Machine weight kg......................................................70
Planetary weight kg.....................................................12

PLANETARY

Counter-rotating planetary with 4 tool 
holders of 150 mm diam. 12 kg weight and 
quick coupling without tools. Hardened steel 
gears for a �ne and regular sanding. To 
increase its mechanical performance, the 
planetary can be easily modi�ed into a 
3-pad system.

150 mm VELCRO PADS 

They �t quickly into the planetary 
tool-holder to achieve perfect results under 
any condition. Available in both hard and 
soft versions.

150 mm DIAMOND DISCS

Perfect for the grinding of wooden �oors. They 
have an excellent removal capacity and their 
life is 100 times longer if compared to a set of 
abrasive papers. They do not clog or lose their 
effectiveness even in the presence of 
particularly hard lacquers. They also guarantee 
an excellent �atness even on large surfaces.

SUCTION SYSTEM

Aspirator kit with Hepa �lter and 20 lt dust 
tank that can be easily installed on the handle 
of the machine. Quick release for unloading. 
Possible use of internal bags for the 
collection.

WEIGHT

Possibility of installing up to two additional 
weights of 17 kg each, without using any tool.

430 mm DRIVE DISC

For the use of pads and abrasive screens for 
�oor sanding, oiling and washing. You can 
install the same �ange of the most common 
buf�ng machines in trade.

TANK FOR LIQUIDS

18 lt capacity. Strong shockproof ABS. 
Setting rod in ergonomic position.

ACCESSORIES

Find
more at

POWERFUL
2500 Watt 

engine

VERSATILE
Effective for every 
work processing

RAPID
Great results in 

short times

ADJUSTABLE
Possibility to set 

different rotation speeds




